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Fair processing notice
Please tick to confirm your agreement to the following statements:
By submitting a response to the consultation, I agree that Aberdeenshire Council can use the
information provided in this form, including my personal data, as part of the review of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan. This will include consultation on the Main Issues Report
(including any subsequent Proposed Plan).
I also agree that following the end of the consultation, i.e. after 8 April 2019, my name and
respondent identification number (provided to you by Aberdeenshire Council on receipt of your
submission) can be published alongside a copy of my completed response on the Main Issues
Report website (contact details and information that is deemed commercially sensitive will not be
made available to the public).
The data controller for this information is Aberdeenshire Council. The data on the form will be used
to inform a public debate of the issues and choices presented in the Main Issues Report of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2021. It will inform the content of the Proposed
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan.
Aberdeenshire Council will only keep your personal data for as long as is needed. Aberdeenshire
Council will retain your response and personal data for a retention period of 5 years from the date
upon which it was collected. After 5 years Aberdeenshire Council will review whether it is
necessary to continue to retain your information for a longer period. A redacted copy of your
submission will be retained for 5 years beyond the life of the Local Development Plan 2021,
possibly until 2037
Your Data, Your Rights
You have got legal rights about the way Aberdeenshire Council handles and uses your data, which
include the right to ask for a copy of it, and to ask us to stop doing something with your data.
If you are unhappy with the way that Aberdeenshire Council or the Joint Data Controllers have
processed your personal data then you do have the right to complain to the Information
Commissioner's Officer, but you should raise the issue with the Data Protection Officers first. The
Data Protection Officers can be contacted by writing to:
•

Mr Andrew Lawson, Data Protection Officer, Aberdeenshire Council, Business Services,
Town House, 34 Low Street, Banff, AB45 1AY

If you have difficulty understanding this document and require a translation, or you need help
reading this document (for example if you need it in a different format or in another language),
please phone us on 01467 536230.
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Main Issues Report



Draft Proposed Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan
Strategic Environmental Assessment Interim Environmental Assessment
Other

Your comments
Representations to the Main Issues Report on behalf of CHAP Group (Aberdeen) Ltd in relation to
Site Ref; FR122, Land North of Gourdie Park (Site C), Potterton
On behalf of CHAP Group (Aberdeen) Ltd, objection is taken to the failure of the Main Issues Report
(MIR) to identify Site Reference FR122, land to the North of Gourdie Park (Site C), Potterton as a
preferred option for residential development within the next LDP.
This representation requires to be read in the context of the related Development Bid submitted for the
land at the pre-MIR stage. Site C (Bid Ref FR122) encompasses a land parcel of approximately 14.64ha
to the west of Potterton and the B999 and to the north of existing residential development at Gourdie
Park. It was submitted as a development option proposing approximately 185 homes, community facilities
and circa 500 – 750m2 of neighbourhood retail use. It should be noted that the MIR incorrectly states that
the bid was for 109 units, which appears to be a misprint. It encompasses land forming part of a related
and overarching bid (FR120) for two larger land parcels to the north and east of Gourdie Park, for a
sympathetic western expansion of Potterton. A Masterplan / Phasing Plan illustrating how the
development could be delivered through the next Local Development Plan (LDP) in the short to medium
term, as was also provided with the Development Bid and should therefore be read in conjunction with
this representation. A further related bid for site B (FR122) was also submitted for the eastern portion of
the site, seeking allocation for an alternative short term delivery option.
It is respectfully requested that this site should be allocated for development in the proposed
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2021 (LDP). The Development Bid and this associated
representation demonstrate the capability of the site to accommodate an appropriate expansion of the
settlement in the short to medium term, to address the housing requirements as set by the Strategic
Development Plan.
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At the outset, it is important to highlight concern at the failure of the MIR to provide any clarity on the scale
of housing land release to be accommodated in Potterton and other settlements in order to satisfy the
housing allowances as set out by the Proposed Strategic Development Plan (SDP) published in August
2018. In the absence of such information, one must assume that sites for around 427 homes require to
be identified in Potterton, as the MIR sets out a number of sites adjacent to the settlement preferred by
Officers for development. These are located on land to the north east and south east of the settlement.
Of these, 272 homes have been identified to come forward through the next LDP, with the remainder
‘Reserved’ for subsequent release through a future LDP Review. However, there remains a real lack of
clarity on whether this provides an accurate reflection of the level of housing required for Potterton as set
by the SDP.
The Proposed SDP allowance for the Aberdeenshire part of the Aberdeen Housing Market Area (AHMA)
is 8,158 homes for the period 2020 – 2040, with 2,500 homes to be allocated within the period 2020-2032.
Potterton benefits from a prime location on the outskirts of Aberdeen, situated within the Aberdeen to
Peterhead Strategic Growth Corridor. The Proposed SDP highlights this corridor as having important
strategic assets associated with the Energetica Corridor, a high environmental quality and significant
potential for development. The focus for this Strategic Growth Area is on developing and diversifying the
economy with a strong focus on the quality of development and placemaking. Potterton also offers
excellent access to strategic transport links to the north and south, located approximately 2km from the
major AWPR junction at Blackdog and approximately 4km from the Parkhill (Goval) Junction to the north
of Dyce. Furthermore, the site benefits from direct access to existing employment opportunities and
amenities associated with Bridge of Don Retail Park and Denmore Industrial Estate. These lie
approximately 3km to the south via the B999, thereby negating the need for traffic associated with the
proposed site having to negotiate east through Potterton. The proposed land to the West of Potterton,
subject to the development bids outlined above offers the potential to capitalise on its strategic position
and secure delivery of much needed housing allowances. The site does not form part of an existing
strategic allocation, is free from constraints and could therefore be delivered in the short to medium term,
in line with the next LDP timescales.
Furthermore, my client wishes to reiterate their general concern in relation to the SDPA’s methodology
and calculation of the Housing Supply Target (HST), Housing Land Requirement (HLR) and Housing
Allowances which direct respective LDPs to allocate land in accordance to. These concerns have been
set out clearly by Homes for Scotland (HFS) in response to the recent consultation into the Proposed
SDP. In summary, issue is taken with the proposed use of the Modified Principle Growth Scenario, which
is felt does not reflect a suitably aspiring plan for growth over the next SDP Period. In that respect, the
High Growth Scenario, as identified within the Housing Needs and Demand Assessment is favoured. This
provides a much more ambitious plan for growth for the City and Shire, directing LDPs to allocate
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significantly more homes across the Region to drive the delivery of much needed housing. HFS have
provided a response on behalf of their Member housebuilders, reinforcing this issue in respect of
Aberdeenshire Council’s MIR and this should be read in conjunction with this representation.
The MIR Settlement Statement in respect of Potterton acknowledges the settlement was originally located
along Manse Road and that historically, the centre of the village is defined by a number of areas of open
space and a traditional granite church. The settlement has grown over the 20th century through the
addition of two large separate pockets of housing, concentrated to the east and west of the geographical
village centre. It also highlights that recent development has been undertaken to the ‘East’ of the B999.
This appears to be a misprint as the development the MIR is referring to lies to the west, on the land which
runs parallel to the southern boundary of the Bid site (FR122) at Gourdiepark. The Settlement Statement
also identifies that Potterton has a limited number of services, such as a shop, post office and community
hall, which require to be supported and strengthened through additional housing and employment
opportunities. One of the key planning objectives for the settlement is for development to contribute to the
overall sense of place.
One of the underpinning objectives of Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) is the creation of “successful,
sustainable places”, which can be achieved by successful placemaking principles through directing the
“right development to the right place” as advocated within SPP. Paragraph 15 recognises that wellplanned places promote well-being, a sense of identity and pride, and greater opportunities for social
interaction. The outcome should be sustainable, well-designed places and homes that meet people’s
needs. Development should seek to utilise land next to settlements for a mix of uses (Paragraph 40).
These principles are also to an extent echoed within the MIR, within the Policy Groups relating to ‘Shaping
Homes and Housing’ and ‘Shaping Places’ which set out their intention to promote successful, sustainable
places. The proposed residential led, mixed-use development of the land subject to development Bid
FR122 would make a significant contribution to the identified Planning Objectives of Potterton, as set out
within the MIR.
The historic growth of the settlement has effectively resulted in a split community, with two polarised
pockets of development to the east and west of the village. CHAP undertook a community consultation
exercise with local residents in October 2018 to garner feedback from the community on the future growth
of the settlement. Further details on the local response is provided below, however a key theme which
came out of the consultation was Potterton’s lack of identity and sense of place. It appears from feedback
that the settlement has been split into two separate communities who have little opportunity for interaction.
The lack of existing community facilities only serves to exacerbate this issue further. The proposed
development site seeks to actively address this by creating a more cohesive, traditional village with
opportunities for new community uses and services, which will cater for both new and existing residents.
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Additionally, the proposed realignment of the B999, which is currently seen as a barrier to the western
edge of the community, would significantly improve the sense of place, creating an attractive new gateway
approach to the village, as well as increased road safety and connectivity.
It should be noted that in response to the related Bid for Site A (FR120), which encompasses the land
associated with FR122 in addition to further land to the south for Strategic Reserve, Officers acknowledge
that “the development could provide significant material benefits to the settlement by way of
identified opportunities and desirable planning outcomes”. This clearly accepts that there are wider
planning benefits attributable to the proposed site, which are inherently linked to SPP’s aims and
aspirations of sustainable placemaking.

It is worth noting that the sites identified as an Officer’s

Preference for development within the next LDP (Ref: FR104 FR140 and FR141A), propose 272 units in
the short term, yet offer nothing in the way of community facilities or services to help address the planning
objectives for the settlement, which are focused on providing local employment needs, community
facilities, services and improving the overall sense of place. It simply creates additional housing sprawl to
the north and south east of Potterton, with little thought for the existing community, identified settlement
needs or wider placemaking aspirations contained within SPP and echoed within MIR chapters 6 and 7.
On the basis that site FR122 will deliver “significant material benefits to the settlement” over and above
the need for housing alone, it should be taken forward as an allocation within the next LDP as opposed
to the Officers’ preferences identified within the MIR.
Aberdeenshire Council also advocate a master planned approach to major new land allocations which
would certainly be adopted shortly after any allocation of this site. It would build upon the conceptual
masterplan details submitted at the Bid stage, identifying how the proposed 185 units and mix of
community uses and small scale retail/commercial development could be accommodate on site, as an
appropriate expansion to the existing Potterton community, This is a tried and tested approach that has
been successfully implemented on a number of allocated sites throughout Aberdeenshire over recent
years.
The primary basis for not including FR122, or indeed the related bids for land to the west of Potterton as
a preferred option for development appears to relate to Officers’ concerns over perceived landscape
impacts that could be created, which, Officers feel could have a detrimental impact on the “sense of
openness which defines land to the west of Potterton”. However, there is no substantial evidence
presented by Officers to back up these assertions nor does the assessment acknowledge that this bid is
for a reduced area of land and scale of development to that proposed within Bid FR120, so any perceived
landscape impacts should be diluted. Whilst the MIR Settlement Statement acknowledges recent
development to the west of Potterton beyond the B999 at Gourdie Park, Officers fail to consider this in
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respect of existing landscape characteristics already established through existing housing development
to the west of the village.
My client’s appointed architect, Mackie Ramsay Taylor Architects, have prepared a supporting Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) which is attached as an Appendix 1 and should be read in
conjunction with this representation, the Development Bid for FR122, as well as additional Bids FR120
&121 and the associated masterplan drawings which accompanied the Bids. The LVIA evaluates the
existing landscape character and visual relationship between the site and Potterton from a number of
existing views towards the site and determines any associated landscape and visual impacts attributable
to the proposed development. The LVIA identifies the site as falling within the “Coastal Agricultural Plain”
as per the SNH Landscape Character Area Assessment comprising a low lying sweep of exposed
farmland in eastern Aberdeenshire characterised by gently undulating landform and a strong influence by
the sea. Potterton itself sits within a bowl of land formed by the Blackdog Burn and given surrounding
landform, topography and woodland belts, is largely concealed from view. The LVIA highlights that whilst
the proposed development would be visible in close proximity to Potterton, beyond 800m the development
is concealed from view by the topography of the surrounding area, and has no impediment to the views
of important features such as the local Church Tower. A supporting photomontage of Bid Site C is
provided at Appendix 4 of the LVIA. Additionally, strategic landscaping will provide a visual buffer around
the perimeter of the site. The development will also be broken into smaller character areas, interspersed
by landscaping, swales and water garden features, thus mitigating any impacts to neighbouring amenity
or perceived “sprawl’ as suggested by Officers. In summary and contrary to Officers’ perceptions, the
LVIA categorically demonstrates that the development proposals associated with Bid Site FR122 fit
comfortably with the surrounding landscape and existing built form.
The MIR suggests that proposed retail use may change the orientation of the village and could create
road safety issues in crossing the B999. This is a misinterpretation of the facts. The proposal identifies a
small area of circa 500 – 750m2 for inclusion of a new neighbourhood retail/commercial parade centred
within a realignment of the B999, offering a new gateway into the village. This could accommodate a mix
of uses such as a small convenience shop, hairdressers, office space etc., which could offer significant
opportunities to strengthen and improve the lack of facilities and services currently available in Potterton,
thereby addressing a key planning objective of the settlement. As highlighted above and as evidenced
within the supporting Land Use Plan prepared by MRT Architects (Appendix 2) Potterton lacks existing
services and retail provision and any real sense of place or identifiable village centre. Therefore to suggest
that the orientation of the village would change is completely unfounded and strongly opposed.
Furthermore, the realignment of the B999 is proposed to tackle existing road safety concerns identified
by the community, slowing traffic on approach to the village and diverting it through the development site.
This would create a much safer environment for pedestrians accessing the site from the east. There may
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also be scope to create a bus only access through the former route of the B999, again resulting in a much
safer environment for sustainable modes of travel from the present situation.
The realignment of the B999 will offer an entirely new and welcoming approach to the village, greatly
improving the current situation of properties to the east at Kirkhill Road backing onto the main road and
perception that this forms a “defensible boundary”. This directly addresses a concern previously
highlighted by the Reporter as part of the examination into the 2017 LDP.
As highlighted above, CHAP Homes undertook a public consultation event with the local community to
present their proposals as submitted within the Development Bids for the site and were keen to engage
with residents to get their views and feedback in relation to any potential expansion of the settlement. As
with any consultation relating to the prospect of building new homes in an established community, the
plans were met with a mixed response, with feedback provided both for and against the proposed
development. In addition to the comments on Potterton’s lack of identity and sense of place, which have
been discussed above, two other key themes came through regarding the need for a new school and
road safety concerns over the B999.
Regarding the school, it is recognised that Balmedie Primary School serves as the catchment primary
school for Potterton. The existing 2017 LDP settlement statement for Balmedie identifies that contributions
from all development will be required for a new primary school within the catchment area. It is therefore
disappointing that the MIR has failed to provide further clarity on this or indeed identify a site for a new
school, instead merely acknowledging “difficulties” in finding a new site for a school within Balmedie. Land
has been reserved as part of the overarching Bid Site FR120 to provide a mix of community uses and is
of a sufficient size to accommodate a new primary school. Whilst Bid site FR122 would not have the
critical mass to warrant a new school on its own, there remains provision within existing Policy for
Developer Obligations to be sought to mitigate any associated impacts on the School Roll Forecasts. As
sites to the north and south east have been identified as Officers’ preferences, this acknowledges that
additional development can come forward within Potterton both in the short and longer term, therefore
there would be no associated education constraints preventing the substitution of these sites, in favour of
allocating the land at FR122.
As has been discussed above, the proposed realignment of the B999 through the FR122 site would
directly tackle existing road safety and transportation concerns, through associated traffic calming
measures, reduced vehicle speeds and facilitating much safer crossing opportunities and reduced conflict
between pedestrians and vehicles. Furthermore, the completion of dualling of the A90 between Balmedie
to Tipperty and recent opening of the AWPR offers a much improved and direct route north and south of
the City. This will have undoubtedly reduced vehicle movements on the B999.
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Whilst a number of respondents were totally opposed to any housing in Potterton, others recognised the
need for additional homes and wished to see smaller properties, flats and homes catered to elderly people
provided within the development. As identified within the masterplan drawings attached to the
Development Bid, the development would comprise four distinct character areas, incorporating a diverse
mix of detached, semi-detached and terraced housetypes ranging from 2 – 5 bedroom homes, as well as
1-3 bedroom flats. There would also be provision made for a number of bungalows and/or self-contained
ground floor only accommodation, which are popular with the downsizer market. Approximately 46 homes
(25% of the site) will be provided as affordable housing in line with SPP and LDP Policies.
It is acknowledged that the site lies within the Greenbelt, which effectively wraps around the entire
settlement of Potterton. The Greenbelt around Aberdeen City functions as a landscape buffer to protect
the setting of the City and surrounding countryside from inappropriate, unplanned development. It should
not however be viewed as a barrier to development. As identified by SPP, in developing the spatial
strategy, planning authorities should identify the most sustainable locations for longer-term development
and, where necessary, review the boundaries of any Greenbelt designations. The MIR settlement strategy
for Potterton has identified a need for growth, with preferred land for 272 homes identified in the short
term and a further 155 homes reserved for future growth. This land is also contained within the Greenbelt,
thereby highlighting Officer’s intention to review the Greenbelt Status around Potterton to accommodate
new growth. The Greenbelt should not therefore be deemed a constraint to allocating the FR122 Site.
Development to the west of Potterton should be favoured, as it creates a cohesive growth plan for the
village and would deliver significant benefits to the existing and proposed residents. Whilst utilising
Greenbelt land, it would create less impact in landscape terms than the sites preferred by Officers, which
would be result in a continued sprawl of housing to the north and south east of the settlement with little
consideration paid to the key planning objectives for Potterton.
In summary, Site FR122 to the North of Gourdie Park (Site C) should be preferred for development over
those currently identified to the north and south east of the settlement. The Bid site sits immediately
adjacent to the settlement boundary and provides the opportunity to create a sustainable mixed
community through the provision of an appropriate extension to the settlement, with provision for a range
of community facilities and services to strengthen the settlement and directly address key planning
objectives for Potterton. The proposal would tackle identified road safety issues at the B999, by re-routing
it through the development, resulting in direct traffic calming measures, as well as welcoming new
gateway into the village, with linkages to the wider community. The preferred options for development
offer little to strengthen the sense of place or character of the village, other than 272 additional houses
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with no additional services or attempts to resolve wider education capacity issues. Accordingly, Site
FR122 should be preferred for delivery in the short term, through the next LDP.
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M A C K I E R A M S AY T AY L O R A R C H I T E C T S

Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment
Potterton, Aberdeenshire

1.0 Introduction
This Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment assesses proposals included within bids for the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2021 and should be read in conjunction with the Bid drawings
prepared by Mackie Ramsay Taylor Architects.

1.1 Definition of Study area
The study area shown on Figure 1.1 was identified following site visits and a desk-top study of mapping
information which we were asked to assess and provide a commentary on the impact of the proposed
development on the landscape of the surrounding area.
`

Figure 1.1 – Study Area & Site – Appendix 1

1.2 Methodology
A desk-based and physical assessment was undertaken to define landscape character, to identify
landscape designations and relevant government policy, to determine the general extent of visibility,
and to identify a representative range of potential viewpoints, and routes for sequential views, from
which to carry out the visual impact assessment. 5 viewpoints were identified within the study area.
(See figure 2.3).
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1.3 Objectives of the LVIA
The key objectives of the Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment are to:
• Establish existing baseline conditions:
o Identify and evaluate the existing landscape within the site and wider study area.
o Identify existing views, visual relationships both from within the site and towards
the area of development.
•

Identify potential effects:
o Identify the main sources of landscape & visual effects attributable to the proposed
development.
o Determine the likely effects upon landscape and visual resources and evaluate their
significance.
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Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment
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2.0 Site Details & Landscape Setting
The site is located to the west of the existing settlement of Potterton. It is currently used as arable
farmland. The combined sites measure 32.5 hectares and are divided into a northern and a southern
section. The northern section measures 14.6 ha and slopes gently towards the Blackdog Burn that
runs to the South West boundary. The southern section measures 17.9 ha and whilst generally flatter
slopes slightly to the South East Boundary. The site areas are surrounded in different directions as
follows :Northern Sites
• West – Farmland on rising ground with several visible farmsteads and associated buildings
• North – A linear grouping of dwellings with a Small Hill with wooded slope beyond
• East – The settlement of Potterton.
• South – Gourdie Park Housing Development and earlier late 20th century dwelling houses, all
part of the settlement of Potterton.
Southern Site
• West – Farmland on rising ground with several visible farmsteads and associated buildings
• North – Gourdie Park Housing Development and earlier late 20th century dwelling houses, all
part of the settlement of Pottertion.
• East – The settlement of Potterton.
• South – Semi-mature coniferous wooded plantation and ponds with further arable land
beyond on rising ground.

2.1 Planning Context
The site is zoned Green Belt in the 2017 Local Development Plan. The purpose of the site bid from
Chap Homes is to have the site zoned for Mixed Uses as part of the settlement of Potterton.

2.2 Landscape Character Types
The Scottish Natural Heritage Landscape Character Assessment of the area (2019) identifies the study
area north of the AWPR and west of the Blackdog to Tipperty Section of the A90 as “Coastal
Agricultural Plain – Aberdeenshire”
“The Coastal Agricultural Plain is an extensive Landscape Character Type comprising a low lying and
often very open sweep of exposed farmland in eastern Aberdeenshire where the influence of the sea is
particularly strong. It is characterised by its gently undulating landform, relatively large scale,
extensive mosses and the influence of development including transmission masts, electricity
transmission lines, the A90 and A953, and the gas terminal at St Fergus on its eastern edge. The
transition between the Beaches Dunes and Links Landscape Character Type in the east and the
hinterland formed by this landscape is very gradual.”
In the particular study area around Potterton, the existing settlement has grown on the ridge of land
between the Potterton and Blackdog burns. Largely situated on the North Eastern valley side created
by the Blackdog burn. It generally faces towards a rising plateau of farmland to the South west, taking
advantage of sunshine from this direction. It is largely protected from the sea immediately to the east
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by the higher ground of the valley side to the east of the Potterton Burn. This eastern flank of the
settlement is also protected by some areas of dense deciduous woodland and some small low-lying
hills. In places the settlement has crested the ridge between the two valleys, but in these areas wider
visual impact is mitigated by woodland belts. To the south of the study area is a ridge of higher ground
with several single width tree belts run along its length making a noticeable landscape feature. Just
behind these tree belts, the newly formed AWPR has been cut through the existing landscape. To the
north of the study area sits a partially wooded ridge of higher ground. Potterton in effect sits largely
within one half of a bowl of land formed by the Blackdog burn. The result is that beyond the
immediate area around Potterton the settlement is largely concealed from view.

Landscape Context Photos - Clockwise from Top:- Potterton Church Tower provides a focal point in the
landscape, its positioning on a rise makes it visible from many viewpoints in the surrounding landscape;
Offshore Wind Turbines provide an imposing backdrop to Potterton when viewed from the rising
farmland to the west. Belhelvie quarry is visible to the North East from the farmland to the south-west
of Potterton; Overhill to the North overlooks the farmland to the west of Potterton.
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2.3 Views & Visibility

View 1 – From Minor Road to West

View 2 From B999 to South

View 3 – From Farm Track to West

View 4 – From Farm Track to South West

View 5 - From Farm Track below Overhill Farm
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Figure 2.3 Viewpoints (Appendix 3)
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3.0 Main Areas of Visibility
Taking into account the footprint of the proposed development along with the existing topography,
landscape features and built form, a plan highlighting areas of visibility within the study area has been
prepared (Fig. 3.0 - Drawing No. L(94)02), which includes the following main areas:
o
o
o
o
o

Rising Farmland to the west.
Rising Farmland to the south and approach on B999.
Potterton to the East.
Overhill to the north.
Unnamed hill with mast to North East

Fig. 3.0 Visual Impact Study – Areas of visibility. (Appendix 2)

Points of Interest
A. Cairn - Scheduled Monument
B. Belhelvie Lodge - Grade B Listed
C. The Temple Stones - Scheduled Monument
No other Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments, SSIs or other historic or natural heritage designations within
Study area.
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4.0 Identification of Potential Effects & Design Justification
The potential visual effects of the proposed development, viewed from the key areas identified within
the study area is an increase in the perception of the level of development when in close proximity to
Potterton. However beyond 800m (0.5 miles) from the development (apart from when viewed from
the two identified nearby hill-tops, where nearly the whole of Potterton becomes visible) the
development is concealed from view by the topography of the surrounding area. Importantly the
proposed development is not visible from any other nearby settlement, is not set on high ground or
the crest of a ridgeline and does not impede the view of an important feature such as Potterton’s
Church Tower.
Views towards the development are more prominent from the rising ground to the west. In this
direction there are few receptors for the views. The area is largely farmland and is very lightly
inhabited by isolated farmsteads and houses. No major roads or communication routes pass through
this area of visibility.
In mitigation all edges of the proposed development will be heavily buffered by landscaped strips to
a minimum width of 10 metres. It is proposed to break up the areas of development into smaller
character areas, with landscaping between. This will reduce the perception of “sprawl” that has been
raised in the draft main issues report. Different but overlapping material palettes in each character
area will also enhance the sense of place of each part of the development
It is not envisaged that there will be any significant detrimental residual effects on the landscape,
caused by the development, there should be no tree removal and the existing hedgerow and stone
dyke running through the northern part of the site is to be largely retained.
The residual effects on the nearby neighbouring properties would be mitigated by the landscape
buffers indicated on the submitted plans.
4.1 Photomontage Study – Views towards site
Appendices 4-6 show photo montage views of the 3 different bid sites proposed by Chap Homes.
Montages have been prepared for Views 1-4 only as no development is visible in View 5.

5.0 Conclusion
o
o

The information provided within the LVIA demonstrate that the proposals fit comfortably
within the surrounding landscape and built form.
The development lies within the Aberdeenshire coastal agricultural plain and given the
particular topography of the local area is suitably buffered from and to the surrounding
landscape features.
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Appendix 1 – Drawing L(94)01 – Study Area
Appendix 2- Drawing L(94)02 – Areas of Visibility
Appendix 3 - Drawing L(94)03 – View points
Appendix 4 – Drawings L(94)11 – Photo-montage Bid Site B
Appendix 5 – Drawing L(94)12 – Photo-montage Bid Site C
Appendix 6 – Drawing L(94)13 – Photo-montage Bid Site A

Appendices 1-6
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